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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

26, 1894.

PRICE

5 CENTS

WANT OUR BOYS IN BLUE

I

health, statements to the contrary not so that the two most important subjects
withstanding.
I presented to him fully before the country will le left very
the reasons why troops should be sent severely alone. The governor says that
Santa Feans Are Lonely Without the back to Fort Marcy and lie stated that, the business outlook is improving daily
Soldiers.
so far as his opinions on the subject were and that all along the route.on his retTWif-bomconcerned, he would have no hesitancy
there were constant evidences of
They Kxpiii t to tint the Fort Huyrtrd lliiml in immediately making an order sending rekindled factory fires and improved
troops here. In view of his implicit commercial conditions.
hikI nt LeiiHt Two Companies of
Soldiers.
confidence in Secretary Lamont's judg
ment, however, he referred me to that
Good Spi'lltTK.
Since the abandonment of Fort Marcy official, stating that upon the showing
At the close of the normal school term
at Santa Fe, the people of that place made be did not doubt that the secre las Friday prizes for spelling were
have been untiring in their efforts to get tary of war would make the desired awarded to Elnora Alexander, Bella
the post
although there is move. I then saw Secretary Lamont, Gaddis, Edith Casey, Alice Bailey
no real necessity for having troops sta- had a long talk with him and be ex- and Joan AVarren. Each of the above
tioned there. There are no hostile In- pressed himself as entirely favorable to named young ladies were
perfect
dians in the neighborhood and they are the restoration of troops at the Santa Fe in spelling from the time the prizes were
not near enough to the Mexican border post. He said that it was a subject offered until the close of the term.
for troops to be immediately available in upon which be would defer largely to
Two prizes were offered, one for the
case of trouble with our sister republic. Gen. McCook's judgment, however, and best speller and one for the second best,
The first information that there is in suggested that I go to Denver and lay but as the five young ladies whose names
contemplation any change of the troop3 the fact before him. On my way to 'are given above were all perfect, there
in this territory comes from Santa Fo in Denver I met Gen. McCook on bis way could be no distinction and all were
an interview with Governor Thornton, east, accompanied him ai far south as awarded prizes of the same value.
published in the New Mexican last Sat Pueblo, and he promised me that he
urday evening. The article is as fol would use all his influence to have a
The Albuquerque Citizen has heard
transfer made. He said that he had that the democratic secretary of the
lows :
Gov. Thornton returned last night two companies available, and that with
intends to arrange matters so that
from Washington, where he has been for the approval of the Washington author the democrats will have a majority in
several weeks in the interest of statehood, ities he would transfer Col. Bliss with both branches' of the next legislature,
of Fort Marcy and the regiment band and two companies although the republicana elected a mathe
other matters of importance to the peo from Fort Bayard to Fort Marcy. While jority in each bouse. The Citizen does
therefore no order has been issued, I am not wait to see whether it is actually
ple of New Mexico,
lie was seen this morning by a rep assured at every point that our request hurt, but gets to the front with a celerity
resentative of the New Mexican and is favorably considered. I believe that that is enough to take a person's breath
talked very freely and fully as to the when Gen. McCook reaches AVashington away, and says that owing to this propurposes of his mission and the results next week the formal order will be is- posed action of the secretary New Mexico
sued sending us two companies.
At any is not fit for statehood. The Citizen cries
obtained.
"You can say," he said, "that I do rate, I feel confident that such an order and plays the baby act very easily. It has
not think there is any doubt of our ob will come within the next ninety days, always been supposed the editor of the
"While I was in Washington I con Citizen was a scrapper, but when he
tabling statehood at the present session
of congress. I found the senators on ferred with the interior department as weakens as easily as this at what is simboth sides of the chamlier favorable to to the Bamona school situation. I was ply a threat, bis friends are astonished.
statehood and Senator Faulkner, Senator assured that if the owners of that If the Citizen cannot restrain itself, but
George and other leaders of the democ school's buildings would make up to the must have revenge and that immediateracy assure me that the bill will be department a proposition for a lease, the ly, let it go at it in some other way, some
passed promptly on its being reached government would, if suitable arrange way that will make the secretary of the
The bill is now on the preferred calen- ments are made, establish there a school territory feel its indignation without
dar arranged by the democratic caucus for Indian girls. A meeting of the uni- hurting all the rest of the people in the
and was to have been taken up immedi versity trustees will le held within a few territory.
Cutting your own nose to
ately following the disposition of the days and I am sure that arrangements spite your face may be revenge, dark and
Nicaragua canal bill. There is some can be made by which we will secure for deep, but it is not good sense. Western
disposition to talk the latter measure to Santa Fe this additional important gov Lilieral.
death, and for that reason the statehood eminent institution."
Chas. Lyons was in from the Gila last
Governor Thornton is of the opinion
bill has not been considered. It will be
Saturday with a load of mistletoe which
reached, however, immediately after that little legislation will be enacted at found
ready purchasers. The young
the holidays and passed. The president the present session of congress. The rey
ladies of Silver City will have no
demowill undoubtedly give it his approval." publicans reinforced by eastern
in getting under a mistletoe hough.
"Immediately upon my arrival at crats, will block any financial legislation
The next term of the normal school
Washington I had a talk with the presi- attempted and the senate has already
dent, lie seemed to lv in the liest of decided not to tnke no the tariff question : will commence on the "th of January.
ter-tito- ry

dilli-cult-

f
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THE EAGLE:

CARLISLE KNOCKED OUT.
The

Currency
Administration
Withdrawn.

Bill

The Cuckoos Are Not Numerous Enough In
the House to Pass the Hunker's Bill.

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 26, 1894.

banks and the limiting of bank liability
will also be presented as independent
amendments.
Mr. Bland has introduced a free coin- ago bill and, at the proper time, will in
troduce a substitute to the Carlisle substitute. He has prepared a proposition
which he thinks can not be ruled out of
order on the point that it is not germane.
That was the way in which the advocates
of the Carlisle plan expected to dispose
of the Missourian if he brought forward
a simple free coinage substitute or amendment. Mr. Bland has anticipated this
fate for free coinage, pure and simple,
and has therefore prepared a currency
plan. The basis of his scheme is,of course,
free coinage.
But he provides for a new
unit of value and a volume of notes with
Biich provisions as will make his plan a
currency system. He has put his substitute in such shape that, in his opinion, it
will be a very arbitrary net on the part of
the committee on rules or the speaker to
shut him off without a vote. Mr. Bland
will begin the fight as soon as the committee on rules reports a special order
for the Carlisle bill, if he detects an intention to prevent him from getting his
substitute before the house. His substitute opens by providing "that the unit of
value in the United States shall be the
standard dollar ásnow coined, consisting
e
i
uní
i.
01
ver. ti mi
inc
'a Sriuns 01 h"""

deemed when presented in sums of $10
or more. Discriminations between gold
and silver in the redemption is for
bidden. This is made one of the strong
features of the substitute. Another
notable feature is the positive prohibi
tion of the issue of bonds to set gold so
long as there is either gold or silver in
the treasury.
Mr. Bland is of the opinion that the
country is nearer to free coinage or to
coin notes based on free coinage than it
has been. He thinks the trouble to
maintain the gold reserve is making
sentiment rapidly for a currency based
on the two metals.

Congress adjourned last Saturday afternoon until January 3, but before an
adjournment was bad it was found that
the bill which was drafted by Secretary
Carlisle, known as the Carlisle currency
bill, could not be passed and the bill
was withdrawn and a substitute introduced in its place. The substitute is
MONEY FOR SCHOOLS.
based on the Carlisle plan but it is radically different from that bill in some
An Appropriation Is Needed For tlio Nor
particulars. Two very important feamal Schools at Silver City.
tures make their appearance for the first
Hon. W. G. Ritch, in a letter to the
time in the substitute. The main one
Las Vegas Optic on needed legislation
will have the effect of allowing .the na"The public school question
says:
tional banking system to run along withshould not be forgotten, and, at this
out any arbitrary provision that banks
period, I know of no one thing better
must organize under the new system.
calculated to promoting general educa
The original Carlisle bill contemplated
tion than the fostering and encouraging
that all national banks must reorganize
the normal school. The work inagurat- under the new plan. This would have
ed at Silver City, under the appropria
required them to surrender the new gov
tion, insignificant as compared with
ernment l)onds which now constitute the
other ami more pretentious institutions,
basis of their circulation. But the sub
stands as a monument to speak for
stitute does away with this imperative!
change, If national banks wish to con- ..1.1 .... t
ST. 11.,.,.1 n..c t ...
"This school, in operation only since
tinue to hold their United States bonds
last September, under its small faculty
we
which
upon
was
one
unit
the
silver
and issue circulation thereon, they may
based our coin system for a great many of two teachers (thoroughly competent,
do so.
however), now numbers over sixty puThe other important feature of the years, and he proposes to go back to it.
pils, gathered from various portions of
of
to
change
is
ratio
be
let
any
there
If
substitute is that it does away with the
the territory, and who showed them
unknown liability of banks to guarantee it lie in the gold dollar
selves,
under the standard examination
Mr. Bland's substitute then proceeds
the notes of all other banks. This feato which a high school graduate is sub
follow
in
the
new
to
currency
a
establish
ture of the original bill has been much
jected, capable of entering for the regu
criticized. It contemplated that if a ing manner.
B C
of gold or silver bullion lar normal course. There are no-holder
"Any
national bank failed, its notes would be
in
school.
or
pupils
this
primary
of
standard
paid out of its assets and the "general of the value of $100 or more,
"This, be it understood, is unpreoe-lente- d
safety fund" made up by all the banks. fineness, shall be entitled to have the
at the founding, as compared
of
coins
into
authorized
struck
same
any
Rut if the assets and safety fund were
with all other of the higher educational
of
the
United
the
owner
or
States,
the
insufficient to pay the notes of the failed
institutions of the territory.
bank, then the comptroller of the cur- bullion may deposit the same at such
An ample, two story brick edifice,
notes
and
therefor
mints
coin
receive
rency was to make a pro rata assessment
located within the city limits,
splendidly
amount,
ot
me
to
coinage
equal
in
value
on all the banks of the country. The
been erected, and will be ready for
has
and
bullion
deposited,
the
bullion
the
banks said this prospective assessment
occupancy, in the first story next Feb
shouldered them with an unknown risk. thereupon shall become the property of
ruary.
coin
so
That
notes
the
government.
the
In effeej it made them supply insurance
From present appearances, an addiless
be
in
denominations
not
issued
shall
on all the notes of banks in which they
more
$100, and shall tional teacher will be a necessity with
than
$1
nor
than
had no concern.
the opening of the winter term, and then
In view of these criticisms, the substi- be a legal tender in like manner and in
something is due to a proper equipment
uses
same
as
monetary
vested
with
the
tute will do away with the assessment
of the school as a
institucoins
of
and
gold
silver
the
standard
the
plan. "The safety fund" will be the
tion.
Furniture
the
and
apparatus,
States."
United
of
all
of
the
joint
liability
the
limit
completion of the second story and the
Another section of Mr. Bland's substt altic and the grading of the surroundbanks for the failure of individual banks.
compelled to keep tute stops the issue of gold or silver cer ings and approaches and fencing, come
They will, however,
up this safety fund by more rigid pro- tidcates and treasury notes. It provides in for consideration. Every cent of the
present available funds has been judivisions than proposed in the original that these certilieates and notes shall ciously
applied to work contracted for.
bill. Besides these two main changes, be cancelled and destroyed as fast as
The normal school has for its object,
there are many lesser ones. As to a they come into the treasury and that as conceived by the his: legislative asbond issue to retire the greenbacks, this coin notes shall take the place of them sembly, the furnishing of competent
of
will pjobably be offered as an amend The coin notes outstanding must be teachers, trained in the best methods
teaching, and necessarily stands first in
ment, but it is lelieved that the feeling neither greater nor less in volume than importance to the public school system.
against bond issues will defeat the the coin or coining value of the bullion A liberal additional appropriation is due
amendment. The elimination of state in the treasury. Coin notes are to be re the normal school."
t
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THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,
The ChrlHtiims

Concert
Church.

at the

M.

E.

Fitch, Superintendent; Mrs.
L. Jackson, Literary director ;Uev.
W. S. Fitch, Musical Director; Mrs.A.
.E. Atkins, in Charge of Decorations.
AV. S.

AV.

l'relude, Selections from the Oratorio of the Creation, arranged by
Hev. W. S. Fitch, rendered by the
Church Orchestra: Rev. AV. S. Fitch,
Director; E. L. Oakes and Lillie Clay- ton, First Violins; Geo. Fleethain,
IIornjT. F. Chandler, liase; Essie
Abraham, Pianist; O. C. Laizure Organist.
2. Salutation by the Pastor.
3. Chorus from "David, the Shepherd Doy, For the Joyful Feast Prepare," by the Choir: Mrs. Win.
Misses Dee Moore, Gertie Scott,
Josie AVhiteliill, Addie Clayton and
Pearl Childers, sopranos; Mrs. Marriott, alto; Wm. Gillett, tenor; Mr.
Marriott, basso. Supported by orchestra.
4. Prayer by the pastor.
5. Chorus, "0 Ring, ye Dells, the
Story," School, choir and orchestra.
6. Recitation, "Christinas Carol," by
Dean Alexander.
d
'7. Speeches by Ludie Unchurch,
Moore, Lillian Rivers, Charley
Marriott and AViilie Rodgers.
school,
8. Chorus, "Wonderful Savior,"
choir and orchestra.
9. Recitation, "The Midnight is Past,"
by Harold Link.
10. Recitation, by Fred Campbell.
11. Solos ami chorus, "Hallowed Night,"
Mrs. Win. Gillett Misses Josie
Whitehill and Dee Moore, supported
by choir and orchestra.
12. Recitation, "Old Father Santa Clans"
1.

Gil-let- t,

26, 1894.

Recitation, "The Angels' Song," by
Charley Maher.
14. Carol, "All This Night," by Carrie
Whitehill, supported by school, choir
and orchestra.
15. Recitation, "The Savior's Advent,"
by Clara Upchurch.
16. Song, "0, Star of Wonder," by Arthur Rivers.
17. Recitation, "Thanking Santa Claus,"
by AAralter Maiser.
18. Chorus, "Ring Out, Glad Bells,"
by school, choir and orchestra.
19. Recitation, "Christmas Tide," by
01 lie Potter.
20. Recitation, "That Lustrous Star,"
by Irwin Moore.
21. Anthem, "Father, Hear Our Prayer," arranged by Rev. AV. S. Fitch.
Solos by Mrs. Marriott, Mrs. Gillett
and Misses Dee Moore, Addie Clayton
and Josie AArhitehill, supported by
choir and orchestra.
22. Recitation, "Christmas Time," by
Carrie AVhiteliill.
23. Chorus, "Let the Earth Rejoice,"
by school, choir and orchestra.
24. Recitation, "On Christinas Day," by
Gussie Rodgers.
25. Chorus, "Deautiful Story," school,
choir and orchestra.
20. Benediction by the pastor.
27. Postlude, arranged by Rev. AV. S.
Fitch, by the orchestra.
The music on the following evening,
Christmas eve, was rendered by the orchestra and children and was enjoyed by
all present.
The Christmas tree was the delight of
the children and many a little one left
the church with a lighter heart than it
had felt for many a day.
The entertainments were a success in
every respect and the children especially
will not soon forget the part Rev. and
Mrs. Fitch took in them.
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Cantwell Not Dead.

13.

At an early hour last Sunday evening
the M. E. church of this city was so
crowded with people that many who came
before the services began were unable to
find seats.
The program was of such
an entertaining character, however, as
to make it fully worth while to remain,
even to those who were compelled to
stand.
As will be seen by a glance at the program, orchestral music and singing
were the principal features of the evening, and much credit is due Rev. Fitch,
the leader of the orchestra, for the fine
selections he made and the thorough
manner in which he trained all who
took part.
The children cannot be overpraised
for the parts they performed.
Little
tots who could hardly be seen standing
behind the flowers which decorated the
front of the pulpit, "spoke their piece"
in so masterly a manner as would put
many an older person to shame.
Following was the program in full as
rendered :
Mrs.

DECEMBER

The reported killing of Dave Cantwell,
at Downey, Cal., has no foundation in
fact. Letters have been received from
Cantwell by parties here which prove
that he is still among the living. He
has gone into Nevada to engage once
more in the cattle business. Sierra
County Advocate.
M. F. Fleming is in from the Gila.
C. M. Foraker came in
Burros to spend Christmas.

from

Ar. A. Heather, the Gila merchant,
was in to spend Christmas at home.
R. M. Rucker, for many years a resident of this county is now at Anaheim,
Cal.

Robert Evans was injured by a horse
last week. It was thought at first that
his injuries were of a very serious nati're,
but he is getting along nicely.
A company of cavalry from Fort Bayard passed through town last Saturday
on the way back to the fort. The men
had been out in the mountains on a
hunt. No Indians were found.
J. F. Groane, who has been in the
employ of R. II. Speed for the past three
months, goes to Quincy, III.,, this morning. He is a hustler and understands
the butcher business thoroughly.
The Christmas tree service at the
Episcopal church, on Friday evening
(Holy Innocents day), will lie held at 7
o'clock. Some of the Christmas imimc
will lie repeated, next Sunday. All are
invited to these services.
Frank Farnsworth ami wife arrived
from Albuquerque Monday afternoon.
They spent Christmas here and will return in a few days. Frank is on the
passenger run on the Albuquerque division and does not get down here often.
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THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY,

PERSONAL
Mention

of People

Zona Collins, who has been here atMrs. S. B. Gillett is visiting Mrs.
tending school, returned to Deming last
Gooch, on the Mimbres,

PALAVER.
You Do and

Do

Not Know.
Other Interesting Matter Which Can lte
Rend With Troflt By All Our
Townspeople.

Frank Willis was here from Mule creek
last week.
Miss Emma Marble was over from
Lordsburg last week.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
S. B. Gillctt was at Albuquerque last
week.
Mrs. Henry Miller was in from the
Gila last week.
Don't read our neighbor's paper but
subscrito for The E am i.e.
W. T. Climo was over from Ivanboe
last week.
Mrs. Yates was over from the Mimbres last week.
If you want a Farlor stove go to Robinson's.
Mrs. Rice was in the city last week
from the Gila.
Bud Bishop was in from the Sapello
last Saturday.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Matter's,
Harry Martin spent Christmas here
with his parents.
Allan II. Maedortald spent Christmas
in the Mogollons.
Fon Sai,e, A brick house with six
rooms. Apply to St. George Robinson,
John A. Moses, io.stmastor at Cliff,
was here last week.
Dr. Sowers has opened an olliee over
Jackson's drug store.
New

goods

son's.

just

received

at

Robin-

J. A. Potter was here from Georgetown last Wednesday.
Ed. Elrage was in town from the
Mangas last Thursday.
Yioletta is the best ic. cigar in town.
B. T. Link keeps them.
lü.tf.
AVm. Swancoat was over from Hanover last Wednesday.
A. C. Windham and daughter were in
from the lower Gila last week.
Fine line of Pocket and Table Cutlery
at St. George Robinson's.
Mrs. M. P. Moore, of Deming, is visiting Mrs. Cunt ley, of this city.
Mrs. Clark and t wo children are here
fromGeorgetown visiting Mrs. Mcintosh.
The finest line of Imported and Domestic Cigars in the city, at Nolan's opposite Post Olliee.
Richard Hudson went to Colorado

last Wednesday tojook after his cattle
interest there.

DECEMBER 26, 1894.

Ed. Rabb and Gertrude Rabb were Saturday.
Prof. G. W. Miles and family went to
M. W. Neff , who has been at Mogollón Albuquerque last Sunday and will spend
the holidays there.
for some weeks, returned last Sunday.
Library Lamps, Banquet Lamps and a
The place to get the celebrated Berwick Bay Oysters and Choice Fruits is at large variety of Plain and Ornamental
Lamps, at lower prices than can be
Nolan's, opposite postolfice.
found elsewhere, at Neff's.
Wm. Doyle was here from his ranch
The Misses Upton went to their home
on the Gila last week.
on the Mimbres last Saturday to spend
C. E. Wrindridge has accepted a posithe holidays.
tion with J. J. McEwen.
United States Marshal Hall arrived on
Nat Hicks was here last week from
Saturday's train and returned to Santa
his ranch on the upper Mimbres.
Fe Sunday morning.
Bring your job work to The Eaomj ofThe new Free Silver restaurant, next
fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
door to Speed's meat market, has just
at reasonable rates.
opened.
Everything about the place is
O. J. Cornell and wife were here from bright, new and cleanly. Special attention given to ladies and family parties.
Fort Bayard last Monday.
Oysters, fish, game and all delicacies of
T. N. Hawkins was in the city from the season constantly on hand.
4t
Bear creek last Saturday.
Mrs. Clark Rodgers had so far recovMiss Helen Randall, of Georgetown, ered from her recent protracted illness
spent Christmas in the city.
as to be able to visit this city last week.
I have the exclusive sale of George Win. Brahm was in from his ranch SatKindel's Comforters, equal to Down and
at one half the cost. Size six by seven urday. He has been making some improvements out there, including a new
feet.
O. C. Hixmax.
corral.
Miss Gertrude Trevarrovv was down
For Sale Itaiich.
from Finos Altos last Saturday.
Ranch of 80 acres, patented and on
Felix Leaviuk arrived here last Sun- record,50 acres tillable, 20 under cultivaday afternoon and left for Moirollon on tion, well water, houses and corral and
all but 5 acres under fence.
Good govMonday.
ernment land on three sides. Price
D. P. Carr and wife came down from $(i00.
Inquire at Eagle office.
Pinos Altos last Monday. They leave
C. II. Mnnson was up from his ranch
for Santa Fe tomorrow.
last Monday. He has recovered the
The celebrated Wilson Heaters, the horse which he believed to
most economical Heating Stove manu- stolen from his place recently. have been
factured, can In; found only at Neff's.
II. J. Loomis, deputy United States
Call and see them.
A. J. Clark, commissioner elect from marshal and member of the board of rethe third dhtriet, waj in town last gents of the New Mexico normal school,
was here last week to attend a meeting
week.
of the board.
Col. D. A. Martin returned from his
J. A. Keinmis, the jeweler, has a fine
ranch in the western part of the county stock of watches, jewelry, sterling silver
and plated ware from which to make
last Friday.
selections for
gifts. He has an
Hon. W. G. Ritch was here last week assortment of holiday
gold and silver watches of
to attend the meeting of the board of re- the. best makes for ladies and gentlemen,
solid silver spoons in handsome patterns,
gents of the normal school.
rings, pins, ear drops gold pens and penOur hand made Cream Candies and cils, and a variety
of other goods suitable
Tallies are the finest.
Made twice a for holidays. Call
and see him before
week. Nolan's, opposite postollice.
you purchase your Christmas presents.
Mrs. J. Endlich and daughter Jennie No trouble to show goods.
were down from Pinos Altos last SaturMisses Nina and Annie Clark, who
day.
have been attending school here, reM. II. Twomey smiles at customers turned to their home at, Deming last
Saturday to spend the holidays.
from behind the counter at Aaron
AV. P. (ioddard, a prominent farmer
Schutz's.
at Pleasanton who had licen attending
V. II. Rider, one of the leaders of the court
at S.eorro, passed through 'the
late populist movement, was in the city city on his way home Sunday.
last Saturday.
A I'ri'Hent of Fifty Hollare.
I will give on February first, to some
Our line of Filigree Souvenir Spoons
and novelties in Filigree Jewelry ami church or charitable institution of Silver City a present of fifty dollars in cash.
Onyx Goods are out of sight.
Customers purchasing merchandise, groC. M. Noi.ax, Mgr.,
ceries included, of me and paving cash
Opposite Postollice.
for same will have one vote for' each dolMrs. W. II. White expects her moth- lar's worth of good purchased
and the
er, Mrs. Bryant, here from Iowa in a institution having th-- largest vote at the
few days. She will spend the winter time mentioned will get the money.
here.
Aaiion Scill'TZ.
over from the Mimbres last week.

t
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A Content Instituted.
Secret Service Agent Walker that he will
G. W. Miles, after having thoroughly
be in Santa Fe in the near future to look
A Strong Cuse U lining Marie Against R. into the bad money schemes now being investigated the late election in Dona
L. linen nt Santa Fe.
worked here and elsewhere in New Mex- Ana county, decided to bring a contest
Deputy Sheriff Page Otero, who in ico. New Mexican.
against J. A. Ancheta, the republican
conjunction with Sheriff Cunningham
candidate for member of the council
The public school here will open again from Grant and Dona Ana counties.
has been personally conducting the investigation of the R. L. Baca counter- next Wednesday for the winter term.
For some weeks after the election Mr.
feiting scheme, lias during the past few
Clark Rodgers was out on the Sapello Miles was of the opinion that he had
days discovered a number of important two days last week and brought in four been fairly beaten in the contest and was
facts as to the matter that weave a heavy deer, one of which weighed 147 pounds. willing to abide the result as it appeared
network of proof around the defendant.
During the past week the merchants from the face of the returns, but since
Mr. Otero's attention was first called of this place have had a good holiday proceedings were commenced in Dona
to the probability of Baca's connection trade. Thei e appears to be considerable Ana county by some of the other candiwith the counterfeiting enterprise by money left in the country yet.
dates and the rottenness of the political
reason of his intimacy with W. 15.
methods down there were partially exThe ollicers recently elected by Silver
Lockctt, alias Fisher, whose record as
posed, Mr. Miles commenced to investiSilver City lodge
a member of the EJil'aso and Las Cruces City chapter R. A. M.,
gate matters for himself. lie found that
& A. M. and Silver City chapter
bad money outfit was known to the A. F.
in many instances, citizens of Mexico
be installed tomorrow
officers of the law. In addition his sus- O. E. S., will
had voted and that the number of illegal
picions were aroused when a party in evening.
ballots cast was far in excess of the apthis city whose name is not now in eviThe new county officers will probably parent majority of Mr. Ancheta in the
dence, informed Mr. Otero that Mr. take possession of the officers to which two counties. As soon as he became
Baca had been investing heavily in Rus- they have been elected next Wednesday. thoroughly satisfied that he was honestsian metal, antimony, copper, block tin, None of them seem to be disposed to ly entitled to. a seat in the council he
Babbitt's metal and similar material. take possession on New Year's day.
took steps to secure that which rightly
reIn purchasing these things Baca stated
Last Saturday morning R. II. Speed belonged to him. He accepts the
that he expected to use them in plating was fined $25 and costs by Justice Givens turns in this county as canvassed by the
spoons which he was to sell the public
of county commissioners but he is
for hanging meat out in front of his board
as silver.
to have his opponent take
willing
not
comstreet.
The
Dullard
market on
A close watch was immediately instiplaint was made by Mr. Jones under an his seat when a large nuniler of the
tuted by Mr. Otero, resulting in the ar- old law of the territory. Mr. Speed has votes cast for him were cast by citizens
Since that
rest last Friday evening.
who had no right whatever
the distinction of being the first person of Mexico
time numerous further evidences of the fined in this city for violating the to vote at an election in New Mexico.
í
r
ir'
guilt of the accused have been found on jrovisions of this
iu lies is in earnest aim coiiuueiu- luit nf
law
a careful search of his rooms. In the course the justice of the peace
txl,W!ta ,0 t'l,t '''H Hl'at " tlli! council.
ashes of the fireplace, skillfully hid away, had no other alternative but to impose
were found the dies and moulds so necThe board of county commissioners
the line after the complaint had been
essary in the business. In addition to made. Just why such a law should will meet on Friday and Saturday of
the valise, whose contents led to Baca's have been passed is not apparent.
this week and will have another meetarrest, a trunk and a couple of boxes
ing on the 2nd of next month.
A telegram from Pueblo, Colo., states
have been found in the room with such
Prof. W. II. Decker was over from
articles in them as black sand, moulds that the notorious ícente Silva was Pnntnl l.iut tl.itnrilmr tnvpiltimr flw nm- .,...,.1.1 r,( ii. imhiiitiiiiiiiiiml ivii'rm rni'on v
and counterfeiting metal. A galvanic captured there yesterday evening
IXl'Ufl Ul ÍWI
minim iiw mi iwv.ivij
battery, which was doubtless used in Deputy U. S. Marshal Loomis. Silva at Central and Fort Bayard in Christmas
of
of
cutthroats
the gang
the scientific department of the enter- was the leader
things for the little folks.
which infested San Miguel county in
prise, was also found.
18()2-:Iron shipments from Hanover were
He led the gang thafrobbed
The ollicers also have several witnesses
last week and a number ot
discontinued
Los
at
postollice
store
and
the
Frank's
Baca
to
prove
expect
that
by whom they
have been thrown
teamsters
and
miners
in
Las
18fl:l,
7,
pased or attempted to pass bad money. Alamas, and on February
Shipments of ore
- out of employment.
SaudoGabriel
to
death
Vegas,
stabbed
Among his intended victims are two
averaged consider-Ma- y
have
Hanover
from
a
In
into
body
vault.
val
his
threw
and
Chinamen here who had two counterfeit
last Gov. Thornton offered a reward ably more than a hundred tons a day for
dollars given them by Baca. They soon
of
$.")00
for Ins capture and delivery to several months. The shut down came
discovered the deception, however, and
of San Miguel county. New without warning and it, is uncertain now
sheriff
the
having hunted him up made him give
long it will continue.
good money in exchange. He also at- Mexican.
of
bad
dollars
number
a
tempted to pass
at C. L. Bishop's store, but was turned
down in the attempt.
Baca's arrest recalls attention to the
:
:
scheme he worked on a California man a
while back', when the latter entrusted
Drives in DRY GOODS and CLOTHING !
him with $4,000 with which to purchase
Special Bargains in LADIES', GENTS'
silver bullion on the Mexican border for
and CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR.
shipment to California. Baca, it is said
alead
took the $1,000, coolly constructed
DOLLS AND TOYS OF ALL KINDS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
pig, washed it with silver, and shipped
AU a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
it to his employer. The ollicers say that
there is an indictment against Baca for
We. sell ercnjlhiitg cheap for ctoh.
this offense now pending in California.
Mr. Otero lias received information from
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OFFICES AT AUCTION.
Let Chronic Office Seekers Bid For
Position.
A

Plan Similar to That in Effect in
City

Id

DiHciiHHed

Hllver

as to County

OtllceH.

Last summer I noticed a communication in The Eagle which proposed a
complete change in the administration
of county affairs.
The writer proposed to have five county commissioners into whose hands
should be placed the entire business of
the county. These commissioners were
to be the only elective ollieers in the
county, and they were to fill the various
offices with competent men.
The plan proposed was substantially
the plan now in effect in this city. Here'
we elect two members of the city council every year for the term of two years,
which arrangement allows two of the
members of the council to hold over at
each election. All the other officers of
the city are chosen by the council. The
marshal, treasurer, health officer, clerk,
surveyor and ollieers of the tire department are chosen by the members of the
council. The assessor is also chosen by
the council, but for this work bids are
called for and the lowest responsible
bidder is selected for the assessor for the
year.
The plan of the correspondent of The
Eaoi.k for the county was substantially
the same. He proposed to have live
members of the Ixnird of county commissioners, four of whom should hold office
for four years and one for two years.
Two of the members whose term should
lie four years and the member whose
term should be two years, and who
would be the chairman of the board,
would be elected at every general election. The three memlcrs so elected
would be a majority of the board so
that, at any election, the political complexion of the board could be changed.
These commissioners would be the only
elective officers in the county. They
would select the various officers of the
county and by asking for bids for the
services would be able to get the county
business done at a very much less expense than it has leen done heretofore.
For the last three years the town of
Silver City has paid less than.one-fourt- h
as much for assessing city property as
was paid liefore the present plan was
h
adopted and about
as much as
the county paid during the same time
for assessing the same properly.
Besides saving the county a largo sum
of money annually it is argued in support of this plan that it would prevent
the expenditure of large sums of money
in elections for the purpose of corrupting
voters. It would be of no advantage to
one-fift-
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candidates to support any particular
man for the office of county commissioner for bids would be received from
all alike and the particular office bid for
would be given to the lowest responsible
bidder.
This plan would undoubtedly save the
county many thousands of dollars annually, but there is an objection to 'the
plan. It would put too much power
into the hands of the five commissioners
to be elected by the voters of the county.
Supposing that the five men elected to
the office of county commissioners would
always be men of undoubted honesty
and integrity, there would be no objection to putting the entire business of
the county into their hands, but if the
board should be inclined to dishonesty,
and there have been dishonest commissioners elected in this county in years
past, there would be room and opportunity for a great deal of dishonest work.
It is true that the voters of the county
could put in new commissioners at
the end of two years if anything went
wrong and it should be discovered
by the voters, but the past experience of
the taxpapers of this county will remind
them that rascality is not always discovered as soon as it is done. It took the
taxpayers of this county several years to
discover that they had been robbed and
robbed most shamefully and some of
them are not willing to believe it yet although the evidence is indisputable.
If the taxpayers of the county could
lie certain of electing honest and capable men to the office of county commissioners I would lie heartily in favor of
the plan proposed. The saving would
be very considerable if the commissioners were the right kind of men, and
the experiment might be worth trying
Dkmockat.
anyhow.

NEW MEXICO NORMAL SCHOOL.
Report

of tho Principal to the Hoard
of Regents.

Prof. Selby, principal of the New
Mexico normal school, presented the
following report to the board of regents
at their meeting here last week :

Silver City, N. M., Dec. 20, 1894. To
the Honorable Board of Regents, Normal School of New Mexico. Gentlemen :
I have the honor to reportan enrollment
of 62 pupils in the normal school up to
this date. After Christmas vacation this
number will be increased to over 70 pupils.

We are rather confined in our present
quarters, but we hope to be able to accommodate, temporarily, all applicants
for admission, pending the completion of
the new building, which will afford all
the facilities we need.
The classification is as follows :
Advanced algebra, 7; primary algebra, 19; advanced arithmetic, 8; preparatory arithmetic, 23; geometry, 6;
physics, 10; reading, 49; literature, 24:
English grammar, 35; general history,
9; history of the United States, 19; English composition, 23; physical geography, 14 ; political geography, 19; physiology, 6; spelling and pronunciation, 54 ;
Latin, 25.
In all the classes the work has been
well performed by the pupils, nearly all
of whom are deserving of the highest
praise for their zeal and attention to
their studies.
The Latin class will have completed,
thoroughly, tlm "First Year in Latin"
(Harkness') in twenty weeks, so that
the translation of Ca.'sar's Commentaries will be commenced by the middle of
January, 1895, when classes in psychology, pedagogy, rhetoric and civil government will also be formed.
I have the honor to be, gentlemen,
Your oliedient servant,
Geo. Sei.hv, Principal.
Tho C. L. S. C. met at the residence
of Mrs. M. A. Fielder last Thursday

afternoon.
There was a ball at Georgetownon
There are a few miners at work at
Monday evening.
Georgetown on leases from the Mimbres
The Knights of Pythias at Peming company, but they are not taking out
will give a grand ball on New Year's very much ore.
eve.
Preparations are being made at IvanA new postoflice has been established hoe to start up on a big scale before the
at Ivanhoc. Mail for persons residing at end of the winter. A large number of
Ivanhoe formerly went to Hanover or men will be employed as soon as the
Santa Rita.
the new smelter is ready for operation.
Tho Southern Pacific company has
Silver City chapter, O. E. S. elected
made a reduction in the wages of its em- tho following ollieers last week: Mrs.
ployees all along the line. The cut O. S. Warren, W. M.; A. II. Ilarllee,
amounts to 20 per cent, on all wages.
W. P.; May Gaddis, A. M. ; Mrs. M. A.
The shaft on the Deep Down mine is Fielder, C; Mrs. J. J. Kelly, A. C;
being put down another hundred feet. Mrs. A. Schutz, Treasurer; Mrs. P. H.
Four men are at work and they are put- Lady, Secretary.
ting the shaft down at the rate of about
At the meeting of Silver City chapter
a foot a day.
of Royal Arch Masons last Wednesday
G. N. Pettey lias disposed of his cloth- evening the following officers were electing and furnishing business at Peming ed for the coming year: Eugene
High Priest; E. M. Young, King:
to Joe Kelly. Mr. Pettey has been a
S.
II.
Gillett,
Scrilw: M. V. Cox, Capresident of Doming for a number of years
tain of the Host: .1. W. Carter, Treasand had succeeded in building up a good urer; P. B. Lady, Secretary: W.
F.
business.
Lorenz, Tyler.
Cos-grov- e,
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of the treasury department that the way must have more money of some kind in
to keep the metals at par was to redeem the inter um and that this is the best
silver in gold but not gold in silver, and they can do. The southern silver men
This is What Carlisle's
Currency with this construction of the resumption
are sorely disheartened ; they declare the
Plan Amounts to.
act permitting the government to issue west is not for silver and evince a disinterest-bearin- g
bonds for the redemp position now to get an increase in circuJohn C. Hull, of Colorado, Olves HlH Views tion oí the greenback, then to
lation in any other way possible. They
on the Currency Kill to the Rocky
this complete will vote almost as a unit for the CarWith
greenback.
the
Mountain New.
machinery the money changers can and lisle plan. In the senate the bill will
will force this government to do its bid- meet with much opposition. The presU
What do I think of the Carlisle finan- ding in passing a new banking law, or dent has so wretchedly snubbed and
cial plan? It is humiliating ! It is con- they will force it to perpetually do busi maltreated Senators Vest, Morgan, Daniel
temptible ! It concedes that the gov- ness on interest-bearin- g
bonds instead of and other silver senators, because of
ernment is in complete control of the money. The bankers were quiet and re- their financial convictions, that they are
money changer; that the bankers can ticent until their got every piece of this disinclined to look favorably upon his.
loot the treasury of its gold daily and machinery in place and an approval and The silver men from the silver states
force the government to do business avorable construction from the repub- - will antagonize the bill, but will get but
on interest bearing bonds. The whole ican and democratic administrations. little aid from
producing
object inanife-itein the bill is to ap- The administration dare not go back on states, except what partisan opposition
come from the republican gold men
pease the money power, give it a bounty its
construction of these may
for partisan reasons. Uocky Mountain
if it will allow the gold to stay in the laws. It cannot stand where it is at the News.
treasury and permit the government to complete mercy of the banks. To avoid
The schools are closed íor the holidays
operate in an orderly and economic way the humiliation of an unconditional surseveral of the teachers have gone to
and
Secretary Carlisle was before the com render, the government was bound to
Albuquerque to attend the meeting of
mittee on the 11th inst. In the report call upon the bankers for their terms to the Educational association.
of the hearing in the Evening Star is an armistice. The present plan is the
the following:
"The secretary present condition. Presented by the secretary of
ed tables showing the profits of national the treasury makes it appear less humilL.
banks under the proposed plan as com iating. However it may appear, it is a
pared with their profits under the pres clean cut dictation from the money
ent law. It showed the additional prof' power.
its and inducements that would incline
The silver men see that it will, if passed,
Guns and Revolvers
Bicycles,
national banks to take out circulation." sound the death knell of free coinage at
Promptly Repaired.
This great government hires national 16 to 1 for a long period of time. When
Untos Reasonable.
banks to issue currency, pays them to you suggest this to a member from a
Broadway, opposite Hroadway Hotel.
let it hold its reserves; gives them "ad
producing state, he invariably
ditional profits" for this. All of the points you to the wreck of Enloe, Snod- F.
plans so far offered have but one object grass, Pence, liryan, Bland and other
in view the insurance of permanency ultra-silve- r
men who staked their all on FIRE, LIFE AND ACCIDENT
in the establishment of the gold stand the constitutional money of the governINSURANCE.
ard and delegates to the banks the ex ment for the people and fell, in compar
elusive right to issue, own and control ison with the great phalanx of gold
Notary Pi'huc.
who were returned with
the paper money of the nation. This
permits the banks to control the destiny such augmented majorities and tell you
of every enterprise in the country, to the people of the west are not yet edu- Office lit
make money scarce or plentiful, to exated on silver and their constituents
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
pand or contract the currency, inflate or
lower prices of labor and products, to
create panics at will, to control the
world at pleasure. This is not a mov
by or for the people, but by and for the
banks. As between the plans submit. ei
I prefer Mr. Carlisle's. While they all
commit the people, body and soul, to
the tender mercies of the banks, the
secretary's plan inclines to give the
home banker charge of his immediate
customers. This is preferable to alien
ownership.
The bill will pass the house. Why
shouldn't it? How can the party in
power avoid it? The gold manipulators
forced a construction on Secretary Mc- Cullocli, Grant's secretary of the treas
Stage Leaves Silver City at 8 a. m. every Monday, Wednesday
urv. to the effect that the creditor had a and Friday for Mogollón and intermediate points.
right to choose the kind of money he
Senator Sherman se
would receive.
All passengers and express must go to Wells, Fargo & Co's. express
1890,
of
in
act
the
provision
cured the
oflice from which place the stage starts.
that it should be the duty of the treasury department to maintain the parity
v
Then a construction
of gold ami silver.

DEATH KNELL OF SILVER.
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every Wednesday Morning by
LOOMIS & OAKES.

"I'ubllshed

Entered at the postofllco at Silver City,
N. M.. for transmission through the malls at
second class rates.

Olllro on Yanklo Street between Texas and
Arizona Streets.
Advertisini? Kates on Application.
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Subscription Kates, I'oHttiKe l'repnlil:
One year
Six months
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Candidates' Announcements.
FOIl CONSTAIII.E.

Thereby announce myself as a oandldale
(or the olllce of Constnb'le of Precinct No. ),
at the coming precinct election.
AllKL H. Pl'llAN,

Silver City. N.

M

Dec. 21.

GOES WITHOUT GLOVES.
The Silver City Eaoi.k conies to this
ollice once a week looking as nice and
prim as a fashion plate. In fact, 'tis
hinted that Thk Eaoi.e never takes off
its gloves, except when it desires to handle the democratic president's actions.
It's a pity Tub Eaoi.k can't persuade itself to leave this latter joh for our friends,
the enemy. It seems to us that that
paper looks ever so much neater and
certainly more democratic with its
gloves" on. New Mexican.
The erudite editor of the New Mexi- can ought to not have made it necessary
for us to remind him that Tun Eaoi.k is
a bird which loes not find it necessary
to protect his claws with cloves. He is
afraid of neither tan, freckles nor sunburn and besides it is not in the fashion
for this noble bird to wear cloves. lie is
always ready to put his claws where
they will do the most good as Oakes
Ames always did with his money. To
do this with ease and facility it is nee
essary that the claws should always be
readv for action although this does not
imply that they are always in action.
Tiik Eaoi.e is inclined to be a peace
able bird and is not continually picking
up quarreli of little importance and
cackling over them as a hen doi3 when
she lays an egg and wants the whole
world to know it.
The editor of the New Mexican has
doubtless heard that old adage about
birds of a feather and if he had paused
to think he would have discovered the
reason why Tub Eaoi.e lias no tender
affection toward Grover Cleveland. The
cuckoo sings the praises of Grover, the
great, but as The Eaoi.k and the cuckoo
are not birds of a feather they will conThe
tinue to flock by themselves.
Eaoi.b can scream but he has never
learned how to softlv call "cuckoo"
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States senate if the territory should bo
admitted.
The republican papers which were bo
ardently advocating the passage of a
bill for the admission of the territory a
few months ago have faced about and
want to continue under the protecting
wing of the governmeet of the United
States for some years yet to come. They
would be satisfied to have the territory
admitted if it would come in as a republican state, but as long as there is a
prospect that the state might be democratic they would rather have it remain
a territory.
P.efore the election they argued that
there was no politics in the statehood
question, but now it is very different.

when the clock in the White House
strikes one.
How the New Mexican, a democratic
newspaper, can defend the actions of
Grover Cleveland, a man who has done
more to wreck the democratic party than
any hundred republicans in the country,
isdillicultto see. It is true that Mr.
Cleveland fooled the rank and file of the
democratic party for some years. The
first democrat to find out that Grover,
the great, was a sham was Charles A.
Dana, editor of the New York Sun, than
whom no abler editor lives today. If
the leading democrats of the country
had been as quick to estimate Mr.
Cleveland at his true worth as Mr. Dana
was, the democrats would not have had
to suffer the humiliation of the overwhelming defeat of last month. If he
had been known as well by the demo
crats of the country before the presiden
tial nomination of 1892 as he is now, he
would not have been nominated and no
other man could have led the democratic
party to so inglorious a defeat.
The Eaoi.e believes in democratic
principles, but as Grover Cleveland does
not advocate democratic principles, The
Eaoi.e cannot worship at the shrine of
Grover and regrets exceedingly that the
New Mexieas should bow down before
the "Stuffed Prophet."

TEE DING PRISONERS.

!

STATEHOOD.

It

is really amusing to read the editorials in some of the territorial papers
on the subject of statehood. IVfore the'
election most of the newspapers in the
territory were in favor of statehood.
The republican papera were denouncing
Joseph because he had not secured the
passage of the bill for the admission of
New Mexico through the senate. According to these papers the one thing of
great importance to New Mexico was
statehood. They wanted to elect Catron because lie would work for statehood,
but now their ardor has cooled.
Since it has liecoine apparent that the
republicans have not carried the legislature, the republican papers are opposed to statehood and some of them are
boldly making the assertion that a constitution cannot lie adopted; that the
people will vote it down. There may be
a good deal of truth in this assertion fur
it will be remembered that it was but a
few years ago that a constitution was
voted down in this lerritoyy. At that
time there were political reasons why
democrats of ' the
the
territory
should not
vote
for
the
adoption of a constitutfo.il and now, it
appears, that the republicans would op- poso the adoption of a constitution be
cause the democrats have carried the
legislature and would stand afair chance
to send two democrats to the United

The Albuqueique Citizen is very solicitous about the prisoners in the county jails in New Mexi.co. It says that the
prisoners will have slim fare after January 1 : that the sheriffs are now allowed
75 cents a day for feeding prisoners and
that this will be cut to 25 cents a day.
The Citizen should be more accurate.
The new law provides a graduated scale
of prices with 25 cents as the lowest rate.
Does the Citizen want the prisoners in
the county jails boarded at first class
restaurants at the rate of 75 cents a day
which would lie ample for securing
hoard at the first class restaurants at
Albuquerque while the taxpayers who
are paying for the board of the prisoners
get along on half that amount?
Perhaps the Citizen does not know
that the cost of feeding the prisoners in
the territorial jienitentinry has lieen less
than twelve cents a day, for more
than
a year
past and that in
this amount is reckoned a number of items not included in the
in the 75 cents a day allowed to the
sheriffs for feeding prisoners in the
county jails.
The taxpayers in the territory are not
in favor of paying more for the boardof
persons who are confined in the jails for
violation of the laws of the territory
than they expend on their own tables.
Twenty-liv- e
cent fare is good enough
for criminals eon fined in the jails. If
they do not like plain faro let them keep
out of jail, earn their living honestly
and then they can live as expensively as
they jilease and the taxpayers will not
grumble.
'

i

A little over two weeks ago Mayor
Sloan, of Santa Fe, appointed Dick
Huber, who, it will be remeniliered, figured in a highway robbery between this
place and Pinos Altos some years ago, to
the position of city marshal of Santa Fe.
the city council reiused to recoirmze
s marshal and the affair resulted

?Iur
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self prominently before the public.
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NORMAL

SCHOOL.

Las Vegas has been particularly unfortunate in the attempt to secure a suitable site for the normal school to be located at that place. After several attempts had been made to secure a suitable tract of land to which a perfect title
could be given, it was thought that a
tract of the required size bad been
deeded to the regents. Plans and specifications were drawn and a contract for
the erection of the building was ready
when one of the members of the board
of regents expressed his determination
not to sign the contract on the ground
that the title to the land was not perfect
and that he would not be justified in
signing a contract for the erection of a
building on a tract of land over the title
to which there might be some dispute,
lie maintained that the law was plain
on the point and refused to sign the contract. His action prevents anything
more being done until another site shall
have been selected, the title to which is
perfect.

Another bond issue is already being ,
talked about. At the rate gold is leaving
The report of Prof. Selby, principal of
the treasury, the gold reserve will be
the normal school, to the board of reto a lower point than it has ever
down
gents which was in session here last
before before the end of next
been
week ought to make every resident of
month. The necessity for the passage
this city proud of the institution which
of a silver bill is more apparent than
was opened here less than four months
ever.
ago. At the opening of the school in
September there were less than forty
Govkrnok TnoiiNTox did good work for
pupils in attendance and the report
statehood while he was in Washington.
made last week shows that there were,
He believes in statehood for New Mexat that time, over sixty pupils enrolled
ico and is doing all he can to bring it
and enough more have signified their
about.
intention of coming next term so that
A iiai'I'V new Year to all the readers
the enrollment at the commencement of
of The Eaous.
the next session will be over seventy or
about double the number of pupils in
J. M. Wallace and II. L. Dotson spent
the school when the term opened in
Christmas in this city.
September.
Miss Lou Conway has been quite ill
for a number of days past.
A glance at the report will show that
R. P. Hart came over from Lordsburg
most of the pupils in the school are well
to spend Christinas in the county meadvanced and they are all making satistropolis.
factory progress in their studies. The
T. F. Farnsworth anil wife were here
present quarters are too small, but it
from Hudson to spend Christmas with
will be only a few weeks until the rooms
their children.
on the lower floor of the new building
A good many people from the surSince Max Frost laid down his editorial
will be finished, when there will be quill the republican editors of the terri rounding country were in town yesterroom enough for the present needs of the tory have had no man of brains to lead day to spend Christmas.
The Eaoi.e acknowledges the receipt
school.
them and map out a policy for the re- of a handsome Christmas card from 0.
publican papers of New Mexico; their C. Hinman, the furniture dealer.
Fob some weeks after the election last
plans of battle have been wild and visThe weather was a little chilly yestermonth the republican politicians of the
and the course of the republican day but otherwise it was everything
ionary
territory claimed both branches of the
could be desired for Christinas.
press has been full of inconsistencies. that
territorial legislature. Some weeks ago
Mrs.
Ed. Elrage was in from the Man-goffered
the
Kistler, of the Optic, has
this week and attended the dance
they virtually gave up the idea of organrepublican papers good advice at differ- at Morrill hall on Monday evening.
izing the council and later they began to
ent, times, but they were not ready to
The Silver Social club gave a grand
have fears that they would not be able
follow his leadership and the result is ball last evening. The members of the
to organize the house. Then the repubsome of the republican editors are club made every effort to have the hall a
lican organs began to cry fraud and one that
success and their fondest hopes
subjects of much merriment among grand
the
were realized.
of them, the Albuquerque Citizen,seeing
the politicians.
The editor of The Eaoi.e was presentthe hopelessness of the case, proposed
ed with a handsome pin by Postmaster
that the house should be organized on a
The republican newspapers of the ter- Skelly who has a good idea of the etercompromise basis, but this propowith a nal tttnesí of things. The pin represents
sition was received on all sides ritory are working for statehood
a spread eagle; a very appropriate
by the following item Christmas present for the" editor of The
will
be
seen
will
as
with so much ridicule that the
Fe Republican :
Eaui.k.
editorial utterances of the paper for sev- from the Santa
New
in
newspapers
republican
The
eral days were somewhat guarded, a
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
statehood and the
most unusual thing for the Citizen. Ac- Mexico can adefeat
even
state constitution,
adoption of
Range:
cording to. the latest reports from the should the democratic ollicial ring and
jsmk
Jim
Fleming and
northern' part of the territory there is all other powers of darkness work and
vicinity.
A majority of
for
measures.
these
vote
1
very little doubt about the democrats
rolled
can and will
Postollice :
being able to organize both branches of 10,000 votes constitution
proper
the
at
against the
Silver Citv,
Had the republicans timo if tin' í li n icrilt ii ' ollicial 1'illL' suc
the legislature.
n: m.
been able to secure control of the coun- ceeds in unU(ng the will of the people
i
..i....:
.i
as expressed ai me nisi eiccinn.
cil the plan was to handicap the governto
refuse
even
possible
way,
in
every
or
to confirm his appointments and if it
The CLARK-WHITSON-LEITshould be thought desirable by the republican leaders to go. still farther, a
plan had been formulated by which,
s
tf both
after having secured
houses by unseating menilers, the legislature would virtually have usurped
the powers and functions of the governor. Fortunately, they will not be
AUil'QCEliQUK, A'. M.,
EL VASO, TEXAS,
able to do this. Their claims as to havMi Rail rami Amine.
U'J Sun Fianrineo Si.
ing carried the legislature were groundless, and a week hence the republicans Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
in the legislature will discover that they
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
Tuning" of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
are powerless to carry into effect the
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, 7V (ni
plans of some of the republican leaders.
I
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INCIPLE.

It was New Year's eve in that cold
nir.l glorious climate where the snow
lies on the bosom of the earth like a
orotocting mantle from December to
March and the nights are crisp and
with a resinous tang ia the air,
way.
duo to the forests of odorous pine.
And paths bo g!ad and beautiful
New Year's eve and the merry jingle
on which you start
May hours of pollen sunlight ct slcighbells in the little town of
harmonious discord
lrinti but Just n dash of rain. Drandon made
And Kraclous gifts oí pleasure hold the faintreached the ears of two people
that
est touch of pain.
who were having the first quarvel of
For skies aro faln r which betimes the clouds
their lives, and who presented if they
havo ove CLVt
And plei.Kuro Is t .0 sweeter when the grief and had only known it an absurd appearpain aro past.
ance, one in a lachrymose, the other in
And if ninons your roses red tho Ivy la enn belligerent, slate. It came about in
twined
Your heart will beat the nearer to tho heart ol the strangest way, this quarrel between two married lovers who had esall mankind.
their lives upon a firm
Aht Willi tablished
Ann nn.1 nil
TT.... V...
as
foundation of principle and
could wish you less!
May all tho gr..c.'ous charities that heal and well
mutual love, before they took
sootho and Uloss
upon themselves the responsibilities of
Drop down Into your waiting hands, and may
wedded life.
you o'er Impart.
These were the first holidays since
To all the weary souls of men tho Joy within
your heart. '
wedding and they liad anticitheir
For hearts that hold no warmth ne'er know pated a season of quiet enjoyment with
tho Joy It is to livo;
now they were hardly
Our lives are mcasurod by tho Joy which wo tc each other, and
on speaking terms. And there was no
others glvo.
Let ull the year lo golden with our doods ol one to blame but themselves.
Kraclous lovo,
It happened in this way: Alice, Mrs.
And earth will swing tho nearer to tho sky
llversham, had been very anxious to
that bends above.
make her husband, Horace, a New
Nixon Watkhman.
HAPPY NEW YEAR, one and
nil May rasos strew your

11

rei-pee-

11

"

,

Year's present, but had refrained
from prudential reasons. .They were
saving money to pay on a home and
were exercising a rigid economy in
which both were equally interested.
If Horace went without cigars and
other luxuries, his wife gave up having afternoon teas, and hired only one
domestic, who worked by the day. A
certain amount was reserved for charity, and as the end of the year approached and cold weather brought
e.vtra demands, this fund gave out and
there were several cases of destitution
which they could not relieve, but were
compelled to hand over to the charitable society of the church.
Therefore it was at Alice's own suggestion that the society got up a bazar
for the sale of contributed goods, and
took the proceeds to ameliorate the
conditions of their poor.
This was the beginning of the
trouble. When the sales were over,
they took the things that remained unsold and put them up at so much a
chance. Alice had put her foot down
it was a very pretty foot against
the proceedings, but had been
that it was perfectly right,
as the church would sanction it. Still,
she only gave a negative consent, for
she would neither buy nor sell any of
the chancas, liut when one of her
young friends took a couple of chances
for her a dressing-gowand chocolati
set she had said, laughingly, that if
she won they might send them to her
address.
She did not say anything about it to
Horace, who was too much occupied
with the closing business of the year
to attend the bazar, and knew nothing
of this lottery feature.
She would not have had him know it on
n

THE EAGLE: WEDNESDAY.
any account, inasmuch as he had been
fond of games of chance when she married him, and through her good influence had entirely reformed. That
dangerous passion for gambling, which
does so much harm in the world, had
found an abiding-plac- e
with Horace
Eversham, and was becoming one of
the pernicious influences of his life,
when Alice effected a cure which bhe
believed to be permanent.
They had been happy and larky as
two children, until Horace came home
bringing a line goor.c.
"It's for dinner New Year's day," he
d
said, holding up the
bird at arm's length. "Isn't it a beauty
fat and plump?"
"What will we do with a whole
goose?" asked Alice.
"Eat it. My father used to say that
a goose was an awkward bird, too
much for one, and not enough for two.
We'll have u feast if Ellen Jane does
her whole duty in her cooking, won't
we. though?"
"Its feathers will make a sofa cushion," said Alice, who had a frugal
white-feathere-

DECEMBER

26,

the first one out of the lot to hit the
burd, and look how nate he did it
that goose, mum, never knew what
killed it."
"You needn't cook it," said Alice, "I
don't like goose."
"Hut your husband, mum? He
would enjoy it since he fetched it down
with his own gun. It were banked in
the snow, my Tom said, with its head
sticking out an' a moviu' it as fast as a
Hash this way an' that, an' everybody
that fired at it missed it "
"That will do," said Mrs. Eversham,
and she walked off leaving Jane Ellen
staring at the goose.
It was New Year's eve. Alice and
Horace were only a few feet apart, in
reality, but miles of distance could not
have separated them so completely.
Horace had tried to explain, but had
been instantly silenced.
"No, no. There can be no explanation. You have broken a law of moral
obligation. You have broken your
promise to me." said Alice.
Tap, tap, went her little . foot; there
were tears in her voice. Horace felt
that he was a criminal, yet if she only
would let him explain, lie was very
angry.
There was a ring at the door bell.
The two composed themselves to meet
callers. The conventionalities of life
must be observed, and no one must
know that they had quarreled. Hut it
was only a boy with a note, and a
package for Mr. Ever.hum.
It was the drcssing-- iwn from the
bazar. The eliMtice takeu L.r A lie J hud
drawn it. AIicj i!..l not look upon it
with horror. On V.w contrary, shoe. mid
not conceal her delight at having won
it. Hut she said coldly as she handed
the handsome garment tj Horace:
"Your New Year's present. I hope
it will tit."
"Thank you very much," said Horace,
his eyes sparkling with pleasure, "but
I thought we were not to give each
other presents this year."
"Why, there's the goose?"
"Oh, that only cast half a dollar
and we must cat."
cents. I
"This cost only twenty-fiv- e
won it in a chance at our church
bazar."
.
Horace threw back his head and
laughed immod rately.
"My dear little wife," he asked when
he could get his breath, "do you know
the difference between tweedle-duand twecdle-dee?- "
"I hopj I know the difference between an entertainment designed for
charity under the auspices of the
church and a low rafile with no other

1

11

94-- ,

goose."

"It's the principle!" said Alice, "it is
demoralising."
"Hut, my dear, it seems to me the
principle is the same whether it's in
the church or the saloon. It is to get
something for nothing. I got the
goose you got a dressing-gown- ,
which,
as it does not cost anything, you kindly donate to me."
'
It was late, and a merry peal of bells
rang out the anthem of the New Year.
The two fell into each other's arms.
"Send the goose to the Limpskeys,"
said Horace.
too," said
"And the dressing-gowAlice, with half a sigh.
"And when we want to do a charitable act, let us give from our own
means."
"Spoken like a dean! The best principle in giving is that of sacrifice. We

g

'

"it's fob dinner new year's day," he
SAID.

inind. "I'm beginning to get reconciled to the goose."
"It's a noble bird, and its cackling
once saved Rome," remarked Horace,
sententiously, and then they went together to the kitchen, where the goose
was laid on Ellen Jane's spotless white
table.
When that functionary saw it, she
lifted up both hands:
"Oli, but it is a beauty, missis. An'
what a pity that they hed to shoot so
foine a burd!"
"Shoot it," echoed Alice, "well, dpn't
they always kill geese that way?"
object"
"No'in, only wan it's at a' raffle. I
"A charity, my dear; you wouldn't
hcercd me Tom sayin' as Mr. Ever-sha- let me explain, but the ralile was to
won it it's a foine shot he is, I'm obtain money for the benefit of a poor
told."
family"
A raflle! Alice's heart vent down to
"Name the family," commanded
shooting
birds
at a Alice,
zero. Her husband
who did not believe her husband
rallle! All her year of faithful precept
was telling the truth, the whole truth,
undone!
"Where was the raffle?" she asked in and nothing but the truth.
a voice that she tried to make Arm and
"The Limaskeys. a prior family who
indifferent.
have recently come here."
"At Little Jake's, mum, in the back
"Why, they are the
people for
yard. There was a big crowd of men, whom we g it up the ba;;ar."
nn' they do say Mr. Eversham was
"And for whom I helped raffle off the
m

"YOUR

NEW

YEAR'S TRESENT,"
ALICE.

SAID

won't make any resolutions, but we'll
try to live up toonrknowledgeof what
is right and true. You don't care lor
the goose?"
"Yes, I do very much. It would
malic such good eating stuffed with
sage and onions, and served with apple
sauce."
"So much the greater sacrifice if you
give it up. And you know that dressing gown would lit you elegantly, but
old Mr. Limpskcy is ragged and needs
it more."
"lie shall have it. And we will begin the New Year poor but honest."
Then those two young people kissed
and made up, while the bell rang out
the want, the care, the sin, rang in the
love of truth and right, and the Limpskeys were the happier for the application of that often misinterpreted
text to do evil that good may come.
SiitlHfylng

1

11

in.

"I have called," said the captious
critic, "to find out what reason you

can give for representing the New Y'ear
as a mule small boy."
"That is done," responded the art
editor, "because the year docs not get
its close till the 31st of December."
Then the captious critic went out
and broke his nice new pledge. Indianapolis Journal.
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the miracle of creation

inde recurrent.

Ml

Looking upon t!u
r.
of nations, a", it lies
out before us in hi.dory, we si'j a.i e
ind them an illiimlno.1 nioiiniii;:!-K'iiic- ,
a Mohammed, Christ, Lntln r or
For
Cromwell, and here and there a 1::i :ed-ocrater of passion, a, Va!eilo a
I'lodden Field, a (ettysbm'f. Moun
tain-pea- k
and crater ure a part of the
We want Tun Eagle to be read
great scheme of humanity, abiding
places for the eternal sunlight gal-linduring the coining year by every
men to loftier heights of patrb'Jsm
and purity, or wr.rr.ings of the smol- family in Grant county. It will
Another little drop has sunk into the dering fires which keep the earth continue to be the best, neatest and
great ocean of infinity.
Another throbbing
with heat and vitality, newsiest local paper published in
trembling ray from man's life-suhas when prisoned, but unchained involve
New Mexico.
It will advocate
been sent upon its mission through it in ruin.
measureless space. Another round has
The year that has gone has been one democratic principles and oppose
been fashioned in the ladder of destiny of regret and disappointment to us asa
and before us is the new year. All people. Luce the prophet of old we all rings, cliques and combinations
the mighty centuries, with their ag- have looked to the heavens for a sign 'of whatever character.
gregate creation of form from chaos, and found it not, and bowing our
have been built from these molecules hearts we have waited with what paOíante
of time. As the coral in the depths of tience we might for Time, the healer,
the sea becomes the basic fragment of to cause us to forget our wounds. All
a continent only when it has yielded that was in the old year, but the dawn
to all the
up the body in which it was sensate of a new future shines upon us. As we will keep an eye open
organism, so our yeais, precious to us, gaze upon it:; first roseate ray we pic- interests of the taxpayers of the
thrilling with the emotions that mark ture to ourselves the gratification of county, every one of whom will
existence, become fragments of the hope deferred. We hear i a the tones
world's history only when we lose our of the bell, still quivering wilh the find it to hi interest to take Tim
grasp of thein and they are gone. They dirge of the past, a new strain. It Eaclk.
become imperishable only when to us breathes of hope, tells of strife soothed
In order to enable every person
they have dropped petal by petal their to peace, hatred quenched in forgive
in
Grant county to judge, of the
days, and their color and fragrance ness. We follow the ray and it leads
have departed.
us to the embers on the hearthstone of chancier of the paper, we will send
Time is the most profound of all the old year. Looking closer, we find
mysteries, the most unfathomable of it was kindlod there. Anii.l the ashes
all secrets.
Intangible yet potent, of shame and violence, lire:; of patriot- (fagle
coming whence who can tell, going ism and brotherly love still burned.
whither who knows? Each year is an Dark indeed will be the old year t'.i::t
epitome of all that has come and gone, sees them quencueu i:ioar tana; uaruer from now until March 1, 1895, for
since the first indestructible atom of sti!! the new year Unit gives no promise 2" cents, rend in your subscrip
matter displaced the darkness of pri- of liberty under law and no respect for
tion and th.it of your neighbor.
mordial emptiness, and wandering on the ideals of the uast.
the wings of ether found an orbit, and
Another year, would we linger in the
became the nucleus of a universe. With- portals of the past, where we have
Address
in the bosom of the years lies the been garlanded with love and joy or
story of man from the cradle to the where v.& has crowned ns with frui(faijlc,
grave, the unwritten history of unborn tion? Dchind us the crowding centuSilver City, N. M.
nations; the rise and fall of empires, ries push like a great arm,- - hurrying
systems and creeds; the riddle which in hot haste to the victory, (inward
Not!
for rnlillciilloll.
can never be read by mortal eyes. We they press, sweeping nil before them.
b.VND Orru. k at b.s Uii'jivn. N. M., t
look at the past and strive to grasp its Alas! we may not pause. Reluctant or
Xovem icr 1"). I ;il.
meaning, to garner up a few sheaves of willing, we lire hurried forward toward VOTIliKTS llKIM'.HY UIVKN 'I'll AT THE
named settler lias tiled notice
Ve turn our eyes to the fuwisdom.
those battlements, which, seen dimly of hisfollowing
i i tin p
make Ibnl
intention
ture, enraptured at the mirage of wav- against the horizon, may be
rt of his claim, and t h it s 'Id proof will be
prnliute juili;i or probate,
ing fields of untrodden effort, ready for
and so near at hand that the mil tin of before (o.,
N. M.. ni. Silver (üly.N. M
(rant
the sickle of the mind, and looking next step will bring us to the grim clerk
WU. viz..:
Wll!hi"i
on
Kll G. l'leMiinc lec'd..who
backward and forward the precious gates which open but once to every
on Janao.
Application
made
Homestead
bepresent slips away and
mortal, and behind which there is a uary Tt.li, KM.for I lie e 't of
and o H nf
15
o
smith, ranjie IT
comes yesterday.
'4 sec. It. township
mystery greater than that of Time.
Hy order ot the honorable commisA new year! Heir of all the wealth Those trampling centuries, thundirlng west,
sioner of' the General Land OlMce. ns per Ills
of the old years, pulsing with possibilforward with a tread like the music of letter "('"of October :!J. IS'Jl. William Klem-iwill be allowed to submit. Ills part of t he
ity, great with promise. It is well that tho stars, "so l.md it deafens mortal testimony
before Die President Jiidj!o of the
we bow the knee and lift the heart, ears," ore advancing to carry man to .Indicia! district composed of Indiana Comity,
on tlie day and year above
Pennsylvania,
old
as the
passeth,and the new cometh the highest pinnacle of hope and
v
out of the door of the storehouse of achievement. Woe be to us If ea !i day lne'itiimed.
II? names the
witnesses to prove
continuous residence of Kll . Kleminir.
future centuries, surrounded by its we join not the host as valiant soldiers, the
dec'-.l.and oulliv.ition of. said land, by
cycle of days, each bearing aloft its un ready to storm any tor.iv.- i ot wrong h.in andupon
the suhsM)Ucut. cultivation of said
lit torch awaiting the signal of the and prejudice, willing to do battle ac- land by Wllllnm l'lemimr. viz:
A. Unit her. of (Jila. l rant Co.. X. M.
bridegroom.
cording to the strength of our souls W.
W. It. Horn, of (ilia. Grant Co.. N. M.
Nations, like the planet upon which and the justice of our cause.
W. C. Slaybnck. of Win. Grunt Co.. N. M.
Kilt Conii. of Wla. Grant Co.. N. M.
they live, have their era of subsidence
Any person who desires to protest ii;;alnst
I.oi'.oal.
and emergence, their tidal waves
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
"Well, it's 'about time to make some any substantial reason, under the law anil
and 'earthquakes, their glacial epochs
tint regulations of the IntiM'lor department,
a,nd their periods of teeming fertility New Year's resolutions."
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
you
break
Didn't
use?
the
"What's
iiiven an opporl unity at t ho above menof thought and achievement as well as
'
the
tioned time and place to
ago?-a
year
made
Now and oil those you
of glory and prosperity.
wllee-of sild claimant, and to oiler evi"Certainly. That's why I've got to dence. In'S rebuttal
by
again they ore shaken to their center
of that submitted
claimant.
John 1). Huyan.
and old fornw give way to newer and make new ones." Detroit Tribune.
ll-Koulster.
life-cha- rt
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dark.
"Did you deliver Eva's present?" she
Young Mr. Tawker was going over asked in an anxious tone, "and was it
his New Year's accounts. His counte- all right?"
"I'm afraid not. Dora was there, and
nance betrayed a fact he would never
confess to Angelica that love in a cot- she recognized it by a place inside
tage is much more expensive on paper where the silk was stained."
"Oh, mercy!" she burst into tears;
bearing the head work of grocer or
butcher than on that on which the "what shall I do?"
"Was Mrs. Sharpleigh pleased?"
young couples make their calculations.
"O, Algernon, how shall I ever tell
Angelica, perfectly aware of this fact,
had considerately left the room; when you? It was the very bowl she had
given us herself she recognized it by
the bill were put away she returned.
"Algernon." she said, "we really muni a tiny flaw in the bottom; she says
she will never speak to me again as
make buuw New Year's gifts."
long as she lives!"
"i!;it, dear, we really munt economize."
GREAT DISAPI'OINTMENTi
"hit see what a splendid plan I've
devised. You know we received some
lovely things when we were married?"
".Mostly úseles: ones, though."
"The inore suitable for presents.
Yi'cll, I've decided to
you'll never
fuess to use some of them for New
Yours gifts."
"What a head you have! But you
iam;l be careful."
"I will. I remember just who gave
each one."
"Lets do them up at once, then."
"This hanükerchief case was from
Dora; it is too limp to use, so I'll give
D
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SECRET SOCIETIES.
1) A. M.

II Silver City Chapter, No. 2, lit Masonic
Hall. Regular convocations on lid Wednesday even nt; of each month. All companions
Invited to attend.
Aaiion Nchutz, 11. 1'.
I'Kituv H. Lady, Sec'y.
A
F. k A. M.
. Silver City Lodge, No. 8. Meets lit Masonic Mull, over Silver City Nut'l Hank, the
Thursday evening on or Fiefore the full moon
each month. All visiting druthers Invited to
M. W. Twomby, W. M.
attend.
I'Kituv H. Lady, Sec'y.

i

E.

0

H.

.Silver flltv (Minnie 'i Ü- O F S Mi.nla
every 1st anil 3d Thursday In earh month lit
W. M.
niasonii: nan. mus. vv.hk t'osiutovK,
Mus. Nkm.y H. Lady, Sec'y.
T 0. O.K.
! Jus L. Itldgelv Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting patriarchs cordially Invited.

A. E.

J. J. Kuij.y, Scribe.

Atkins,

C. P.

O. O. F.
I Isaac TIITuny Lodge. No. 13, meets at Odd
Fellows' Hall, Bank building, Saturday evenings. Member of the order cordially InT. V. HohsoN. N. Ü.
vited to attend.
St. Gkoikik Hoiiinson. Sec'y.
T

T O. O. P.

li Helen Lodge. No. 7. Ilebekah Degree
Meetings second and fourth Friday nights In
each month, at hall of I. S. TIITanv Lodge No.
III. Hank building.
L. II. Kowm.kb, N. ti.
St. Ukouue Hoiiinson. Sec'y
V

OF 1.

and 4th Tuesday nights of each
month. atOdd Fellow's Hull. Visiting Knights
Invited.
Fiiank Wiiuhit, C. C
J. J. Shkiudan, K. K&S.
IV i Meets 2d

A

A.

O. lT. W.

MeetIs on the 1st and 3d Tuesday of each
month. Fellow workmen cordially Invited.
E. M. VOI!N(l, llec.

She I hear you got a little brother
for a New Year's present. Ain't yer
glad?
He-N-

She

Did yer want a sister?
Naw. I didn't want no brudder

He
nor no sister neider. I wanted a fight-idorg an' a pair o' skates! Life.

I A. ANCHETA.

r.

m.

CARDS.
AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

n'

'corner Texas and Spring streets.
NEW MEXICO.
SILVElt CITY
1

')

AMPS S PIFI.nEH.

AT LAW.

ATTORNEY

On New Year's, whoa sho hears him say
Ho'U swear oil every fault,
She takes It In u quiet way,
And with a ruin of salt.
Judgo.

Olllce over Silver City National Hank.
N. M.
SILVElt CITY

JOIINNY'8 NEW YEAR'S DREAM.

Collections a Specialty.
SILVElt CITY

(ILLETT.
ATTORNEY AT LAW AND
NOTARY PUBLIC,

O II.

L. PICKETT.
ANGELICA."

'.t. .mm

it to

Eva. Having so many babies, she
never goes anywhere, so she'll think it
the latest style."
"Splendid!"
"Isn't it? This pickle castor Efflc
gave us; that can go to Fanny they
don't speak, so Eillc will never see it."
"You are a manager."
"Now this Mrs. Sharpleigh I want
her to ask me to assist at her reception, so I'll give her the
bowl
that is too large for our table. Let me
see, it was from Sue, or was it Mr.
Smith? No matter which; it looks
handsome."
"The very idea!
I have to pass
Eva's and can deliver her present."
"(lood. I'll take Mrs. Sharpleigh's
myself will be a good chance for her
to ask me about the reception."
Mr. Tawker, coming homo with a
long countenance, found his wife in the

l ANTi.KY,

Will pnictlce in nil the courts of the territory. Criminal law a specialty. Olllce

Tlia Wife.

"l'OU A HE A MANAGER,

j.

PROFESSIONAL

'

aw!

r.

ATTORNEY
SILVElt CITY.

T"lL

a mm

AT LAW,
-

-

X.

M

IIA1ÍLLEE.

A.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
-

SILVElt CITY
IOIIX
'J

MR

N. M.

-

-

X. M.

M. (JINX.

ATTORNEY

AT LAW.

Will practice In all the Copils of the
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T. PHILLIPS.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
at llailey's drug Store. Uooms at
Dr. llailey's residence.

SILVElt CITY
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E. ROSENBERG,
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.

"What shall we do with him. jrnnd- II arpcrs
pa?" asked the gobbler.
nun.T People.

promise yon faithfully, In the long run.
you shall save half your money, by having
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
Vourself.nl E. linSKMIEIMi'S
Sliver Cltv. X. M.
I
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EYEBROW CULTIVATION.
How to Give Added Character
One's Physiognomy.

to

Next In Importunen to the Eye Itself Are
the Brows and Lushes How the
Cult Is 1'rucMcod by It
Devotees.

Curiously examining the pretty toilet
articles that lie in great profusion on
the dressing table, you come across a
tiny brush, delicate and white, with
a finely chased silver back. You wonder at its purpose.
'What is this for?" you ask, holding
it up. The owner looks at it for a moment with a thoughtful, puzzled expression. Suddenly her face clears.
"Oh, yes, that's ray new eyebrow
brush," sue explains.
The disciples of physical culture have
a new cult. They devote themselves
to the eyebrow and eyJash, for the
possibility of the brow and lash as 8
vaetor in facial expression is beinp
more fully appreciated. Indeed, But
fon, the naturalist, places the eye'
brow next in importance to the eye
U::tlf in giving character to the physiognomy. This is partly because, h(
says, of the marked contrast of this
feature to the others of the face. The
brows lire a shadow in the picture
briir'ing its color and drawinir inte
i
irons relief. Eyelashes also contribute their effect; when long and
thick they overshadow the eye, and
make it appear softer and more beautiful.
It is, indeed, claimed by many thai
the eyeball itself is incapable of expression, that it is the drjoping or sudden lifting of the lid which speaks.
These even pass by the dilating oi
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those among the Arabs of the desert
blacken the edge of the eyelid with
powder, and draw a line about the eye
to make it appear larger. In fact, it is
whispered that these women of the
desert are not the only ones who make
use of the device. The Spanish grand
dames squeeze orange juice into their
eyes. It is a trille painful at first, but
it cleanses the ball and imparts remarkable brightness temporarily.
Eyelashes are thickest in the middle,
and taper toward each end, and are
constantly being renewed. Each hair
matines in live months, and then drops
out, to be succeeded by a new one.
Long and bilky eyelashes are said to be
.i i i ;n of gentleness.
'i'.ie ideal brows are arched, well
nun Ued, though not heavy, and distinctly sepaiated. Although, indeed,
the loman motive of beauty included a
small forehead and united brows. Ovid
tells us that the women of his time
eleve rly paiuted them so that they appeared as one.
'liio perfect eyelid should form an
oblong, for the large, round eye in a
circular aperture is indicative of boldness; the small circular one of pert-nesLashes should be long and silky.
The care of tne brows is a very simple matter. At night, just before retiring, take a little pomatum on the tip
of the forefinger and rub it gently into
the arched eyebrow. Then lightly pass
a towel over the same. This is to promote the growth. "We do this every
night and morning," as one maiden
jocularly remarked; "we have braids."
In the morning the sticky substance is
carefully washed out with a soft cloth
and warm water; then a little fragrant
eau de cologne is applied, and the tiny
brush comes into play.
It gently pats and smooths the fine
hairs into a slender, arched line. If
this be repeated every morning a deficient brow will quickly mend its ways
and a wide, refractory one be brought
into meek submission.
Eyelashes may have their ends
clipped with the scissors once In every
live or six weeks. Thin is all the treatment they require to t;ke them long
and curved. N. Y. Press.
s.

silver-mounte-
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EYES.

contracting
of the pupil, and the
parkle of the eye, mid will not admit
that they are able, independent cf the
lid, to convey a .suggestion of emotion.
Whether this be srj or no, it is certainly true that the slight elevation of the
under eyelid the expressive one produces that languishing look wnieli the
tlreek loved, and which one sees on the
face of Venus.
The Turkish ami (.'ireasian women
use henna f r penciling the eyes, w'.iilo
:

N. M., I
at Las Chucks. 7th.
1WH.
December
VOTTCE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
following-name- d
A
settler lias filed notice
of Ills Intention to make Haul proof In support
of his claim, and that said proof will be mado

before the Probate Judge or Probate Clerk
at Silver City. N. M., on February 1st, 18)15,
viz: Harris Denton, who made Homestead
Application No. lfttt) for the s H e K sec 22,
H sec 5!, tn If) s. r. 17 w.
una s Yt
Ho names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of. said land, viz:
Ileiijaniln F. Powell, of Cliff. New Mexico,
"
"
Sebern M. Morgan,
"
P. M. Shelley,
"
"
Henry Miller,
Any person who desires to protest against
proof,
who
knows of
of
or
such
the allowance
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,
should not be allowed, will bo
why such
given an opportunity at the above mentioned
the witnesstime and place to
es of said claimant, and to offer evidence in
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
John I). Huyan,
Register.
n--

n-- w

cross-exami-

it.

The woman who keeps the simplicity
of her girlhood, its generous impulses
and quick' sympathies, and who adds
to her natural gifts the enlargement of
litndy and the crown of experience, is
always at her best and never past it.
When the exterior attractions of form
and color diminish and depart, as they
mostly elo, the radiance of our inner illumination will more than compensate
their departure. But, in order that
this should be so, her moral must equal
her intellectual gain. She must be
willing to learn, not only her own
powers, but her own defects also, and
to court the good influences which can
help her to escape from the delusions
of sense and the fatal tyranny of
She must discard the
petty measures of vanity and
and learn to love her race, her
country and the humanity which she
should help to adorn. Julia Ward
Howe.

FOR PUBLICATION.

N0TICB

at Las

Chucks, N. M., I
December 7th, Mill, f
VOTTCE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
il following-name- d
settler has iiled notice
of his Intention t make final proof In support of his claim, and that said proof will bu
made before the Probate Judge or Probate
Clerk at Silver City, N. M.. on February 1st,
lxilft,
viz:
Sebern M. Morgan, who mado
Homestead Application No. 2114 for the s Vt
e li and s V,
H set! 22, tn 1ft s. r. 17 w.
He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon ami cultivation of, said land, viz:
of Cliff, New Mexico,
Harris Denton,
"
"
Benjamin F. Powell,
Henry Miller,
"
P. M. Shelley.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
the regulations of the Interior Department,'
why such proof should not be allowed, will bo
given an opportunity at the above mentioned
time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
John 1). Buyan, Register.
Land Omen

w

cross-exami-

it

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

d

Girlhood's C'hnrm In Woman.

wWr

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Land Omci

Land Office

at Las Chucks,

N. M.,

I

December 7th. 1W4. f
VOTTCE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE
li followlng-nanie- d
settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof in support of Ids claim, and that said proof will bo
matle he fore the Probate Judge or Probato
Clerk at SilverClty.N.M..on February lst,lW.i,
viz.; Benjamin F. Powell, who made Homestead Application No.aililforthe lot 2 and
H o H
H o M, e M
a sec t), tp 15
w

n--

n-- w

w

n--

s. r.
w.
He names the following witnesses to provo
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of, said land, viz:
James A. Bell, of Cliff. New Mexico; William I). Howard, of Cliff. New Mexico; Harris
Denton, of Gllff, New Mexico; S. M. Morgan,
of Cliff. New Mexico.
Any person who desires to protest against
the allowance of such proof, or who knows of
any substantial reason, under the law and
1(1

the regulations of the interior Department.,
why such proof should not Ik- allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above .mentho
tioned time ami place to
witnesses of saitl claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant.
John 1). Huyan.
it
Register.
-

cross-exami-

Sliver City l'ost Olllce.

Olllec open dally except Sunday from 8 u.m
7 p. m.
Open Sundays from Oto 9:40 a.m.. and one
hour after arrival of railway mull.
Money order department ocn dally except
Sundays from H a. in. to II p. ni.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard. Central, Han-

to

over. Georgetown and all railroad points dally at 9:40 a. m.
Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundavs at 4:1ft n. m.
Mall arrives from tho east, west and south
daily at 4 p. m.
Mail arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at (I p, m., Tuesdays, Thursdays
an I Saturdays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays "it 10:30 a. m.
L. A. SKr.IJiY. Po.Vl'MASTKn,
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The Brownsmiths were preparing to
retire; the parlor clock had been
wound, the window garden covered
with newspaper and the key to the
front door hidden under the mat.
''Dear mo!" cried .Mrs. Jlrownsmith,
"this is New Year's eve."
"Ho it is," responded her husband,
"and I haven't tall you how I intend
to
the year."
"True;and 1 haven't given it a thought
myself, I my goodness! Look, listen!
There i ; somebody under the sofa!"
"Nonsense! It's only the eat. I wish
you would cultivate a little bravery."
"1 will. I'll turn over a new leaf
I know I'm a coward."
' You certainly are. And I have decided t arise early after this; I lose the
be:.t part of the day, as it is."
"True; be tides, you put back all the
hou.se work."
"After all, I don't lie abed so very
lie-fi-
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TÜPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
In Effect August B, 1894.

ATCHISON,

listened agaiu; yes, there it was again!
l'roudof vindicating herself, she flew
to the burglar alarm and back again.
'Hello!" her husband called. "Don't
move or I'll shoot!"
"Good gracious!" she thought, "what
if Henry is killed!" and her knees giv
ing way she sank to the floor with a
thud.
There was a scramble at the head of
the stairs and some one rolled down,
adding groans to her shrieks.
When the neighbors and police ar
rived they found Mrs. Drownsmith in
strong hysterics and Mr. Hrownsmith
with a dislocated shoulder Tat the foot
of the stairs.
"I I thought there were burglars
and gave the alarm," she sobbed, when
the tumult was subdued.
"And I was merely doing as I resolved, and rising early when I heard
some one moving about the house,"
groaned her husband.
And that was as near as they ever
came to keeping their New Year's resolutions.

Lite."

No.

do."

"And you've often promised to be
sensible and not be afraid of your
shadow."
"Afraid of my shadow! I'm not."
"Absurd!"
"Ridiculous!"
They both Ilounced off to be'd without even saying good night.
In the very early morning, Mrs.
llrownsmith, awakened at some sound,
thought of the dining-roowindow
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Delegate to Con Kress
Governor
Secretary
C'li lef Justice

nl lion v Joseph,

Thornton,
Lorlon Miller.
Thomas Smith,
N. C. Collier.
A. A. Freeman,
N. B. Litughlin,
W. T.

1

Associates

A. H. Kail,

I.

J

Lenoir. Clerk Third Judicial District
I
Surveyor General
'liarles F. F.asley,
Ch irles M. Shannon,
II. S. Collector
.1. It. llominiiigwny,
U.S. District Attorney
Kdward L. Hail,
I'. S. Marshal
11. W. Loom Is.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
.1. W. Fleming,
U. S. Coal Mine Insieetor
J. II Walker. Santa Fe Register Land OthYo
Pedro Delgado, Santa Fe liec'v'r Land (Milco
John D. Hryan, LasCruces lieg'r Land Olllce
.1. P. A sea rute. Las Cruces,
liec'v'r L'd Olllce
lieg'r Land OthYo
Hiehurd Young, Itoswell
W. (J. Cosgrove. lioswell,
Hec'v'r Land othYo
W. V. Roy
Keg'r Land Olllcu
Clayton,
11. C. 1'lckcls, Clayton,
liec'v'r Land Oflice

Saving Space.

"Indeed you do. You've often
promised to rise earlier, but you never

15

"IHnkins is going at a remarkable
pace even for him."
"He says it's economy."
"Economy!"
"Yes. He's going to turn over a new
leaf New Year's day and he wants to
get as much recorded as he can before
he lets go of the old one." Washington Star.

V.

'

TEItltlTOIHAT,.

Solicitor General
District attorney
"
"
S. II. Nowconili, Las Cruces,
W. II. Whltemnn. Alb'ilie,
L. G. Hell. Silver City,
"
"
C. C. Fort. Las Vegas.
.
"
"
Geo. II. Raker, lioswell,
F. Pino.
Librarian
Clerk Supremo Court
II. S. Clancy,
F.. II. Uergniunn. Superintendent Penitentiary
Adjutant General
Ge . W. Knneliel.
K. J. Pulen.
Treasurer
Auditor
Demetrio Perez,
Supt. of Schools
Amado Chavez,
Coal Oil Inspector
M. 8. Hart,
F L.

.1.

A NEW YEAR'S EPISODE.

m

Rartlelt.

II. Crist. Santa Fe,

COIMÍT

O? PIUVATB I.ANI) CLAIMS.

Joseph It. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
Associate Just ices Wllhur F. Stone, of Colorado; Thomns C. Fuller of North Carolina;
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
Sluss. of Kansas.
of Missouri, United
Mathey G. lieynol,
States Attorney.
COUNTY.

Probate Judge

Poiterlli'ld,
W. Fleming.

M. W.
.1.

Treasurer

K. M.Young.

A. R.Lai rd.
G. W Miles,
li. L. Powel.

The Old One Pull fair the long end
gets it. Chicago Tribune.

Ilrannln.
Ilaylor Shannon,
Thomns Foster
li. II. Tlicilmuuu.
S. H.

Equipped.

"Are you ready to meet that solemn
event in every man's existence, the new
year?" asked the meditative man.
J. W. Fleming,
"You bet I am," replied his flippant ,1. W. Carter.
friend. "I have more material for Wm. F. Lorenz.
Frank Wright,
swearing off than I ever had before in. C.
L. Cantley.
my life." Washington Star.
'

Probate Clerk
Sheriff
Assessor
Surveyor
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
School Superintendent
CITV

)

SUE CREPT OUT AND DOWNSTAIRS.

what if it was unlocked? when Mrs.
Skynflyntlc was almost sure that some
ono was stealing her coal.
About to awaken her husband, she
remembered that this was the time to
display her courage. Seizing dressing
gown and slippers, she crept out and
downstairs.
The window was locked, but on returning, as she reached the foot of the
stairs, she heard some ono stealthily
moving about the bedroom. She

Mayor

Lreasuier
Cluik
Attorney
Marshal

IIOAIID OP lilniCATION.

I'nllku II iin.
Cora I was so surprised when Mr. do
Jinks called to pay the compliments of

(!. N. Wood,

the reason.
Merritt No wonder. That's the only
thing 1 ever knew him to piy. Judge.

M. K.

Win. Itiahm,
li. L. Powel.

eoüM'imr.N.
Jas. Glllett,
White.
Geo. D. Jones.
Martin Maher

Insult to Injury.
Fililí DKl'AllTMF.NT.
Thistlewood Did he say anything to f
Chief
skollv
Assistant Chief
St. George liohluson
von when he handed you the bill?
i,
ii
ii
I'orenian. n. o. misil ii.
v es; wished me a happy C. C ,,,II Ten 111
Impecune-NeForeinan. J. W. F. lioso Co
st
i

Year.

'I

W. F.

Lorenz Foreinan. Hook and LndderCo
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Lamp Shades, Chimneys, Burners,
Wicks, Etc.
What could lie more useful or ornamental for a Christmas gift than a fine Banquet Lamp, Piano Lamp,
Parlor Lamp, a fine Set of Dishes, a fancy Rocker, Couch, Picture, Book Case, fancy
Desk or hundreds of other useful articles I carry?

Call and see them before purchasing your Christmas Presents

O. C. HlNMAN.
a

Mi

fefS)

fo

AW A
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We are going to see Porterfield's

Annual Exposition
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
-- OF-

Dolls,
Doll Beds,

Toy Pianos, Violins and Drums,
1 oy buns and loy Pistols,

nrwl Strn-nTnvJ Tilica
IJHiVLTj
J'.i'ilu UIIU
Cradles,
Toy Trains and Engines,
Doll Buggies,
Toy Wagons & Horses,
Dolls, Dolls, Dolls,
Toy Watches,
Bisque Dolls, Wax Dolls,
Toy Banks,
China Dolls, Rubber Dolls.
Toys.

Doll
Doll

I Tfil f Ik.

o

7

UAFrnwin ma
1 Ul üDl ÍMU D

Shaving Sets and Traveling Cases
Handkerchief and Glove Sets
Picture Books,
Photograph Albums
Children's Books,
Autograph Albums
Fine Art Books,
Cups and Saucers
Beautifully Bound Books,
Smokers Sets
Bibles and Testaments,
Toilet Sets
Poems and Standard Authors.
Vases,
Books,

Story Books,

um
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